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Retailers  that focus  on innovation and rethinking conventions  will get ahead. Image credit: Nords trom.

 
By DANNY PARISI

NEW YORK Being successful in today's retail industry, which is so often weighed down with baggage and years of
conventional methods of operation, is all about thinking radically.

At a panel hosted by the Robin Report in New York on June 5, a panel of retail executives spoke about what it means
to think radically in a highly competitive retail world. The most important thing the panel struck on was the need for
innovative ideas to be cultivated in a group setting.

"I think being radical is about finding like-minded people who focus on continuous improvement," said Darren Hull,
senior vice president of technology at Williams-Sonoma. "You have to have speed and momentum and always be
accelerating.

"It's  about looking at successes on the quarter or on the year and being pleased but not satisfied."

Radicalization
It is  no secret that the retail industry is incredibly competitive.

This is in no small part due to the outsize influence of Amazon. The company is larger than the next seven largest
retailers combined, according to Robin Report.

Additionally, the arrival of mobile technology and ecommerce has made retailers' jobs even harder.

"Now we are at an intersection where the newly emerging next generation of tech-armed consumer has more power
than ever," said Robin Lewis, CEO of the Robin Report. "The meeting between online and brick-and-mortar is
happening less and less.

"When they do meet, there is a big disconnect between what they want and what they are getting from retailers," he
said. "They can scan more stuff on their phones in 10 minutes than they can shopping all day at the mall."
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Shoppers that use AR are open to ditching in-store shopping. Image credit: Mastercard

As Amazon continually dominates the overall retail world, retailers need to radically rethink the ways in which they
engage with customers. Everything from redesigning in-store experiences to more deeply integrating online and
offline shopping are all core tenets of the new radical retail.

But most importantly for one panelist was ensuring that every level of leadership at a retailer is on board with these
ideas.

"You have to have the buy-in from leadership," said Marc Mastronardi, executive vice president of innovation at
Macy's. "We are very fortunate in that our CEO has built a strategy for Macy's with clear defined pillars for
innovation.

"He lifted us out of the organization and asked us to focus on innovation all day every day," he said. "Beyond that,
you need to have a few early wins to build up credibility before you take on something really radical."

Retail revolution

As innovations such as augmented reality and voice assistants become more mainstream, consumers are expected
to move even more of their shopping online.

The majority of consumers who have shopped online using augmented reality would be willing to give up the
apparel in-store buying experience entirely, according to a new report from Adtaxi. While the luxury buying process
is largely still driven by physical stores, technology could make more consumers willing to forego the bricks-and-
mortar experience in the coming years (see story).

Some major luxury retailers have already radically reinvented their physical spaces in anticipation of retail's
evolution.

For example, department store chain Saks Fifth Avenue's has undergone a major renovation to make way for more
accessories on its ground floor, but its new execution of the beauty department could be indicative of an emerging
trend.

Saks new Beauty 2.0 department. Image credit: Saks

Saks' uptown New York store has undergone significant refurbishment beyond a simple faade uplift, with a
makeover in fundamental methods of business. The retailer's newly opened beauty department, named Beauty 2.0,
has been moved to the second floor and offers a new strategy toward cosmetics buying to compete with retailers
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such as Sephora and Ulta (see story).

Most importantly for retailers looking to radically reinvent themselves is the expectation that not every idea will pan
out. Retailers need to be brave enough to face failure in order to find true innovative success.

"Scar tissue is important if you want to be disruptive," said Mark Bozek, founder of Live Rocket. "You need to have
some ideas that didn't work out in order to get ahead."
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